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Journal of East Asian Libraries, No. 147, February 2009

REVIEWS
The Website “Early Imperial China: A Working Collection of Resources”
http://e-asia.uoregon.edu/earlychina/index.htm
1. Introduction
The University of Oregon Library has undertaken a large-scale project, the E-Asia Digital Library
Project (http://e-asia.uoregon.edu/).

The project is based largely on resources held at the

University of Oregon Library with the aim of building a collection of digitized e-books and a database
of full-text web resources.

E-Asia strives to contribute to the research and scholarship of East Asia.

According to the information provided by E-Asia, it aims to offer more 2000 books, texts, images,
illustrations, historical maps, and audio recordings relating to East Asia (China, Japan, North Korea,
South Korea, and Taiwan) and selected topics.

The project has selected a total of 13 items for the

establishment of an online database, one of which is “Early Imperial China: A Working Collection of
Resources,” (http://e-asia.uoregon.edu/earlychina/index.htm).

This website is the focus of this

review.
2. Contents of the Website
The purposes of E-Asia, according to its self-description, are to introduce users to the more
important works in the field and to the range of interests and studies that exist, and to facilitate
access to primary and secondary materials pertaining to approximately the first eight centuries of
the Chinese Empire.

In addition, the target readers range from undergraduate students to advanced

researchers. Its developers hope that E-Asia will prove useful, especially to those in the initial
stages of preparing a research topic.
E-Asia is divided into two major sections: Early Empire and Early Medieval China. These sections are
further divided according to dynasty. “Early Empire” encompasses “General,” “Qin / Western Han /
Wang Mang” and “Later Han / Sanguo.”

Early Medieval China (Six Dynasties) encompasses

“General,” “Western and Eastern Jin,” “Liu Song,” “Southern Qi,” “Liang,” “Chen,” “Northern
Dynasties,” “Northern Wei,” “Eastern Wei / Northern Qi,” “Western Wei / Northern Zhou” and
“Sixteen States.”

Each division is further divided according to its subject:

Reference, History,

Literature, Thought, Society, Economy, Art and Archeology, and so forth.
There are two areas which deserve our attention:
chronology.

(1) consistency of terminology, and (2) the

As for the consistency of terminology, the term “Later Han / Sanguo” is used in the

introduction section of E-Asia, but “Eastern Han / Sanguo” is used in other sections.

People who

have studied Chinese history should know that these two terms refer to the same dynasty.

In my

view, terminology should be standardized throughout E-Asia, or brief explanations should be given to
American students for clarification in case different terms are used to refer to the same thing.

As

for the chronology of Chinese dynasties, the history of Sixteen Kingdoms precedes that of Northern
Dynasties; therefore “Sixteen Kingdoms” should come before “Northern Dynasties.”
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The information found on E-Asia is very useful for university students to gain an initial understanding
of these parts of Chinese history.
critical point for evaluation.

What advantages and disadvantages a website has are a very

However, it is very difficult to formulate general rules that are

suitable for all disciplines because each discipline has its own norm and practice.

Robert Harris’s

CARS Checklist (Credibility, Accuracy, Reasonableness and Support) is a tool that offers criteria for
evaluating the quality of websites.1
In this review, in addition to using the CARS Checklist as the standard for evaluation, I will also try to
offer specific comments and suggestions.
E-Asia has five strong points. First, it is divided into several sections according to Chinese dynasties
for easy reference.

Second, although English is the major language of E-Asia, some information is

also available in Chinese, Japanese and French.

Third, besides books, academic papers and

periodicals, online resources, including some electronic databases and texts, are also available to
users.

Fourth, when books are introduced, book reviews are also presented, and brief comments on

the details are given.

Fifth, the full text of the obituary of Prof. Jack Dull (former professor of

Chinese history, University of Washington) is also available to users.

In short, E-Asia provides

valuable resources and guidelines for beginners of study on Chinese history.
always room for improvement for every website.

Nevertheless there is

I am particularly concerned with the sources of

information about Chinese history E-Asia cites.
3. Who Is the Target Reader?
It is essential for webmasters to think about how to position their websites.

That is to say, they

should be concerned with who the target reader will be. The target readers of E-Asia range from
university students to academic researchers.

Such a broad range of readers has posed a problem,

which is how to position E-Asia in order to meet the various needs of these different types of readers.
Whether the selection and presentation of information should meet the demands from researchers,
who need in-depth and specific materials for their research projects, or those from American
university students, who simply want basic information for elementary study of Chinese history, is not
an easy task.

E-Asia includes very specific information in both Chinese and Japanese: for example,

Utsunomiya Kiyoyoshi宇都宮清吉’s Kandai shakai keizaishi kenkyū [漢代社會經濟史研究Studies in the
History of Han Society and Economy], Yan Gengwang嚴耕望’s Liang Han taishou cishi shi biao [兩漢太
守剌史表Table of Commandery Administrators and Regional Inspectors during the Han] and Tang Geng
唐庚’s Sanguo zashi [三國雜事Miscellaneous Affairs of the Three States], which are obviously beyond
the study scope of ordinary American university students.

1

Harris, R. (1997). Evaluating Internet Research Sources. <www.virtualsalt.com/evalu8it.htm>. How to
Evaluate Medical Information Found on the Internet, <new.cmanet.org/publicdoc.cfm/60/0/GENER/99> Criteria
for
Assessing
the
Quality
of
Health
Information
on
the
Internet-Policy
Paper.
<hitiweb.mitretek.org/docs/policy.html>. How To Evaluate Health Information on the Internet: Questions and
Answers.<www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/ Information/internet>. Kovacs, Diane K et al (2000). How to
Find Medical Information on the Internet: A Print and Online Tutorial for the Healthcare Professional and
Consumer, Berkeley: Library Solutions Press.
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It is not reasonable to require a complete list of all books available on E-Asia.

But another issue

which deserves more attention concerns what criteria are used in the selection of materials from
Chinese and Japanese sources. It is surprising that some very useful and authoritative works are not
selected.

For example, An Zuozhang 安作璋 and Xiong Tieji 熊鐵基’s Qin Han guan zhi shi gao [秦

漢官制史稿History of Governmental Systems of Qin and Han] is not included in the section about the
government section of Wang Mang and the Qin and Western Han Dynasties.

In the section regarding

the history of the Western and Eastern Jin Dynasties, Tian Yuqing田餘慶’s Dong Jin men fa zheng zhi
[東晉門閥政治Oligarchic Politics of Eastern Jin] is also not available. On the other hand, works about
general Chinese history, for instance, Qin han shi [秦漢史The History of Qin and Han], written by 錢
穆 Qian Mu, 呂思勉Lü Simian, 林劍鳴Li Jianming and 西嶋定生Nishijima Sadao, are not included.
Obviously there can be endless examples of important works excluded from E-Asia, and expecting all
of them to be included is unfair to the webmaster, who might not think they are crucial works of the
field.

In my view, whether to include all the masterpieces or not is not the main cause for concern.

What is more important is to make clear who the target reader of E-Asia is so that the types of
materials selected will suit the reader’s needs.

Otherwise neither university students nor

researchers will be able to get the most out of E-Asia.
The webmaster may not realize changes in research trends.
noticeable in research reviews.

These changes are particularly

Many reviews are regularly published in Zhongguo shi yan jiu dong

tai [中國史研究動態Trends of Recent Research on the History of China], Han xue yan jiu tong xun [漢
學研究通訊Newsletter for Research in Chinese Studies], and Zhongguo li shi xue nian jian [中國歷史
年鑑Chinese Historical Studies Annual].
introduced one or two reviews on E-Asia.

It is difficult to understand why the webmaster has only
The webmaster claims that “2074 titles of Chinese and

Japanese articles published between 1912 and 1969” [are available], including Kuang Lian鄺利安’s
Wei Jin Nan Beichao shi yanjiu lunwen shumu yinde [魏晉南北朝史硏究論文書目引得Index to Articles
on the History of the Wei, Jin Northern and Southern Dynasties].

But there are a number of more

up-to-date publications which should also be included, for example Gao Mingshi高明士’s Zhongguo
shi yan jiu zhi nan [中國史研究指南Guide to Research on Chinese History], published by Taiwan’s
Lianjing Publishing Co., in which reviews of the latest research on Qin, Han, Wei, Jin, Northern and
Southern Dynasties in Taiwan, Japan and Hong Kong are introduced in Volume 2 and 3. In my opinion,
Li Guangjian李廣健’s Jiu shi nian dai taiwan wei jin nan bei chao shi yan jiu gai kuang [九十年代臺灣
魏晉南北朝史研究概況Studies on Wei-Jin and Northern and Southern Dynasties in Taiwan during the
90s] in Chūgoku shigaku [中國史學Studies on Chinese History] could also have been introduced.
4. Unsystematic Arrangement
Information presented on E-Asia falls short of systematic arrangement. There are too many examples
of unsystematic presentation of information; I will give just a few here.
1. Normally Chinese characters should juxtapose the name or URL of a Chinese website for easy
reference, but the webmaster does not do so, making it inconvenient for browsers to look for
information from E-Asia.

For example, in Early Empire: General section, the website Guoxue.com is

introduced, but its Chinese name “國學網” is not included.

Furthermore, only the Romanization

Zhongguo qing-shao nian xin shiji du shu wang is used to refer to “中國青少年新世紀讀書網.” This
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may jeopardize readability of E-Asia, as it is hard to make sense out of transliteration without
Chinese characters.

In the Eastern Han / Sanguo section, the webmaster uses the Romanization

“Miao Yue” and “Cao Wenzhu” to refer to “繆鉞” and “曹文柱” respectively.

This also causes

ambiguity because transliteration has no obvious relationship with the underlying Chinese characters
other than sound.
2. Mix-ups between traditional and simplified Chinese characters are found.

For example, in

the Eastern Han / Sanguo section, simplified Chinese characters “田余庆” are used to introduced the
first author of the book Sanguozhi jin yi [三國志今譯 A modern translation of the records of the three
states], but traditional Chinese characters “吳樹平” are used to refer to the second author. Also the
Chinese name of the book “魏晋史學的思想與社會基礎” (Wei Jin shixue di sixiang yu shehui jichu)
written by Lu Yaodong逯耀東 contains both types of characters: “晋” is a simplified character, but
the rest are traditional characters.

I originally thought that the webmaster preferred to use

simplified Chinese characters to refer to publications from Mainland China but traditional ones to
refer to publications from Hong Kong and Taiwan.

However a closer examination reveals a number

of cases indicating that the webmaster does not conform to this norm. The introduction to the book
San guo zhi jinghua zhu yi [三國志精華注譯the best of the records of the three states, annotated and
translated] is a good example. It is edited by Tong Chao童超, Zhang Guangqin 張光勤and Zhang
Shengru 張盛如and published by Beijing Guangbo xueyuan chubanshe, but the authors and name of
the book are introduced using traditional Chinese characters though it was published in Beijing.

In

contrast to this, in the Northern Wei section, the book written by Zheng Qinren鄭欽仁 was published
by a Taiwanese publisher, but his name contains a simplified Chinese character “钦.”
3. Different forms of characters are used in the name of the same person.

For example “渡邊

義浩” (Watanabe Yoshihirō) is also written as “渡辺義浩”.
4. Two names are used to refer to the same book. For example, in the Western and Eastern Jin
section, the book “晉書辭典” (Jin shu cidian) written by Liu Naihe [劉乃和] and published by
Shandong jiaoyu chubanshe is translated as “Dictionary to the Jin History,” but in the Sixteen States
section, it is translated as “Jin History Dictionary.”
All these indicate that E-Asia has room for improvement in terms of the way the information is
arranged and the type of information provided.
5. Wrong or Incomplete Information
There are also examples of wrong or incomplete information found on E-Asia.
1.

Information about the publisher is not included in the article “Dong Han xiaolian de shenfen

beijing” [東漢孝廉的身份背景The Social Background of those Selected as Filial and Incorrupt during
the Eastern Han] written by Hsing I-tien邢義田 in Di er jie Zhongguo shehui jingji shi yantao hui
lunwen ji [Proceedings of the second conference on Chinese social and economic historian] (pp.1 –
56), published in Taibei in 1983. The publisher is Resource and Information Center for Chinese
Studies.
2. In the Early Empire: General section, pinyin Roman ization is not give n for th e
char act er s of t he Chine se p eri odical Chinese Cultu re Quarterly.
3. In the Eastern Han / Sanguo section, the Chinese name of the book “華陽國志校補圖注” is
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mistaken for “華陽國志校補.”
4. Information about the publisher is sometimes incorrect.

For example, Hsing I-tien’s article

“Cong jiandu kan Handai de xingzheng wenshu fanben—‘shi’” [從簡牘看漢代的行政文書範本——「式」
Examining the Han time administrative document model "shi" in the wooden strips] in Jinian Wang
Guo-wei xiansheng danchen 120 zhounian xueshu lunwenji (pp. 90-107) was published in 1999 by
Guangzhou: Guangdong jiaoyu chubanshe, not by Guangdong: Guangdong jiaoyu chubanshe.
5. Page numbers are sometimes wrongly reported.

For example, the page numbers of another

article by Hsing I-tien, “Lue lun Handai hu jun de xingzhi” [略論漢代護軍的性質Brief Discussion of the
Character of the Military Protector of Han Times] published in Dalu zazhi 82(3) in 1991 are 112-113,
not 12-113.
6. The subheading “Yi Zao Xiang Ji Wei Zhongxin De Kaocha” [以造像記為中心的考察Records of
Statue Making as the Primary Investigation] of Hou Xudong侯旭東’s book Wu liu shiji beifang
minzhong fojiao xing yang [五六世紀北方民眾佛教信仰Common People’s Buddhist Beliefs in Northern
China during the Fifth and Sixth Centuries] is not included.
7. The book Liu chao si xiang shi [六朝思想史Intellectual History of the Six Dynasties] is
inappropriately introduced in the section devoted to philosophical thoughts of the Northern
Dynasties, as the Six Dynasties in this book only refer to Wu, Eastern Jin, Song, Ji, Liang and Chen.
Thus it is not a wise idea to introduce this book in the Northern Dynasties section.
8. Itano Chōhachi 板 野 長 八 ’s book Jukyō no seiritsu [ 儒 敎の 成 立 The Establishment of
Confucianism] published in 1970 in Sekai rekishi 4 kodai Tō Ajia no seikei I is introduced, but his new
monograph Jukyō seiritsushi no kenkyū [儒敎成立史の硏究Studies on the Formation of Confucianism]
is not included. The webmaster should also introduce this monograph so that researchers or
university students are better informed of the latest research developments.
9. In the Qin and Han section, Yan Gengwang’s Zhongguo difang xingzheng zhidushi: Qin Han di
fang xing zheng zhi du [中國地方行政制度史：秦漢地方行政制度History of the regional and local
administration in China: Qin and Han dynasties] is introduced, but interestingly another book of his,
Zhongguo defang xingzheng zhidushi:wei jin nan bei chao di fang xingzheng zhidu [中國地方行政制度
史：魏晉南北朝地方行政制度History of regional and local administration in China: Wei-Jin and
Northern and Southern Dynasties] is not included in the Early Medieval China section.
6. Incorrect Chinese Characters
A number of incorrect uses of Chinese characters are found on E-Asia. Some examples are given
below in the table.
Original Mistake

Correction

Origin

食或半月刊

食貨半月刊

Early Empire: General

勞幹學術論文集

勞榦學術論文集

Early Empire: General

白官公卿表

百官公卿表

Early

Empire:

Qin/Western

General;
Han/Wang

Mang;
2005, 2006 年中中国古代史

2005, 2006 年中国古代史学

学史研究

史研究
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資治通鋻

Early

資治通鑒

Empire:

Qin/Western

General;
Han/Wang

Mang; Early Medieval China:
General;
勞幹

Qin/Western

勞榦

Han/Wang

Mang
西島定生

Qin/Western

西嶋定生

Han/Wang

Mang
范勝之書

Qin/Western

氾勝之書

Han/Wang

Mang
王先歉

王先謙

Eastern Han / Sanguo

安田二朗

安田二郎

Eastern Han / Sanguo

王仲荦

王仲犖

Eastern Han / Sanguo

晉書辤典

晉書辭典

Western and Eastern Jin;
Sixteen States

逯耀

逯耀東

Western and Eastern Jin

劉鋊の革命と南朝貴族制

劉裕の革命と南朝貴族制

Liu Song

匈奴洗錢問題研究綜述

匈奴西遷問題研究綜述

Northern Dynasties

The reason why incorrect usages of Chinese characters are not found in the Song, Qi and Liang
section is because little information is provided in Chinese.
6. Other Recommendations
I have read through the whole website several times and have the following recommendations
for improvement. I hope these can lead to an increase in the number of users of E-Asia.
1. The webmaster should try to provide more complete information by utilizing the advantages
brought about by the advancement of internet technology.

As many of the articles written by Prof.

Hsing I-tien are introduced, it is suggested that a URL to Prof. Hsing’s personal website of the
Institute of History and Philology be also attached so that readers can understand more about his
academic background and research interests.
2. Generally speaking, the advantage of internet technology is that frequent updates on online
information are possible.

Having good knowledge of the most up-to-date information is important

for teaching and research.

Speedy sharing of information free of charge is made possible and more

convenient by the information technology nowadays.

Books on Chinese history are published so

sporadically that updating the contents will not cost too much time.

Albert Dien’s new book Six

Dynasties Civilisation (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007) is an important work, but it is not
included.
3. There are many websites about Chinese history. To enhance the contents of E-Asia, some
other websites about Chinese history can be added.

Some examples are given below.

CHANT (Chinese Ancient Texts) Database contains two databases developed by the Institute of
Chinese Studies of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, namely A Computerized Database of the
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Entire

Body

of

Extant

Han

and

Pre-Han

(pre-220AD)

Traditional

Chinese

Texts

(http://www.chant.org/info/default_pre-han.asp) and A Database of Traditional Chinese Texts of
Weijin

and

the

Northern

and

(http://www.chant.org/info/default_weijin.asp).

Southern

Dynasties

(220-589AD)

Texts from Pre-Qin to the Six Dynasties have

been collected and are available for retrieval from these databases, but a fee is charged for using
this service.

A 30-day free trial of the CHANT Trial Database is offered.

It contains 10% of the

whole CHANT Database.
Centre for Chinese Studies, National Central Library has created a series of databases
(http://ccs.ncl.edu.tw/ccs/EN/ExpertDB.asp) which contain very comprehensive and useful
information for retrieval and are available to everyone free of charge. The databases which are
relevant to research on Pre-Qin to the Six Dynasties include Bibliography of Research on Han
Philosophers, Bibliography of Research on the Classics, and Bibliography of Research on Wei-Jin Xuan
Xue Philosophy, but only the book Bibliography of Research on Han Philosophers is introduced in
E-Asia.

To make it more convenient for readers, both of the others should also be introduced.

As for books about the history of Chinese science and medicine, the most comprehensive and
up-to-date one is Selected, Annotated, Bibliography of the History of Chinese Science and Medicine
Sources in Western Languages (http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/~nsivin/nakbib.html) written by Prof.
Nathan Sivin.
The

Golden

Elixir,

A

website

on

Chinese

Alchemy

(http://venus.unive.it/dsao/pregadio/index.html) is an introduction to some facets of the history
and doctrines of Chinese alchemy. It consists of a collection of articles, primary sources,
bibliographic tools and other materials. This page provides direct access to all documents, many of
which are about the history of Taoism in the Wei, Jin, Southern and Northern Dynasties. Therefore I
think it is a good idea to introduce this website on E-Asia.
In addition, other very useful websites for introductory study on Chinese history should also be
introduced.

Some possible examples for addition are China Bibliography: Collections of Resources

(http://hua.umf.maine.edu/China/bibtxt2.html),

China

Studies

Elman’s

Classical

Uniqueness is the most important element for a website to become successful.

It should

(http://sun.sino.uni-heidelberg.de/igcs/index.html),

Internet
and

Guide
Benjamin

for
A

Historiography for Chinese History (http://www.princeton.edu/~classbib/).
7. Conclusion
provide information other comparable websites does not provide. Obviously the purpose of E-Asia is
to facilitate research and studies as well as to serve as a platform for introduction to Chinese culture
and history.

I appreciate the effort, time, and resources the University of Oregon Library spent

developing E-Asia.

However, there is always room for improvement.

If we can utilize the

advancements of internet technology, I believe we can bring convenience to readers and enhance
access to useful information for research or studies.
FAN Ka Wai, Chinese Civilisation Center, City University of Hong Kong
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Tsien, Tsuen-hsuen (錢存訓). 留美雜憶: 六十年來美國生活的回顧 Liu Mei za yi: liu shi nian lai
Meiguo sheng huo de hui gu. --初版。--臺北市 ：傳記文學，民國96 [2007]

(傳記文學; 11) [3], 14,

300 p., [8] p. of plates : ill. (some col.); 21 cm. ISBN 9578506671
I assume that by now many of our Chinese librarians have already read the memorable memoirs by
T.H. Tsien, one of the most productive authors on the history of Chinese printing and books.

My

personal copy came as a gift, freshly printed ten days earlier and expedited post-haste to the
participants of the November 2007 International Symposium on Sino-American Cultural Exchange
and Library Development at Nanjing University, on the occasion of the opening of Prof. Tsien Library,
made up of his donated books.2 On my flight back home I decided to forego my sleep on the plane,
which is always a slim possibility in any case.

I read the book with great enjoyment and had almost

finished by the time I landed at Dulles Airport in Washington, D.C.
It is interesting to know that the memoirs were more of a byproduct.

In his preface Prof. Tsien

noted that he originally had not planned to write memoirs. The personal notes he had accumulated
over the years were used mostly for reference.

But recently, with the encouragement of colleagues

and scholars, he arranged the notes into six parts and published them in journals, Zhuan ji wen xue

傳記文學,in Taiwan in 2006, and Wan xiang 万象, in Shenyang, China in 2007. Now all have been
published in a single volume with additions and appendices.

Many of us have learned gradually over

the years the unusual circumstances that prompted Prof. Tsien to come to the US and remain here to
become one of the symbols of fine Chinese librarianship. Now at last we can read all at once the
fruitful life of Prof. Tsien in its entirety.
The book is divided into six parts and has six appendices.

They describe chronologically Prof. Tsien’s

unique life: Life in China; permanent residency in Chicago; ten-year work/study; the building and
developing of the Far Eastern Library at the University of Chicago; teaching and research; and finally
active retirement.

Readers will be interested in the family lineage of Professor Tsien, always an

extraordinarily modest man, which goes back to the area of Jiangsu during the Five Dynasties.
Appendix 1 provides details of the Tsien lineage with the names of several distinguished personalities
and men of learning.
The last appendix, a collection of six essays written by Mrs. Tsien, appropriately and movingly
entitled Fu bei man yi福杯满溢 (Overflowing cup of blessing), is a fitting addition to the memoirs.
Mrs. Tsien, a devout Christian, provides us an understanding of the importance of a great companion
to Prof. Tsien in his scholarly and librarian undertakings, of her selflessness, dedication and devotion
to her family, friends, relatives, and community.

Prof. Tsien dedicated the book to his wife, who

passed away before its publication.

2

A report of the symposium, “Grand Opening of T. H. Tsien Library in Nanjing University:

an International

Celebration,” by Yuan Zhou, Curator of the University of Chicago East Asian Library, can be found in the Feb.
2008 issue of the Journal of East Asian Libraries, pp. 70-71.
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Prof. Tso-yun Hsu (許倬雲), the renowned historian, wrote one of the prefaces. Prof. Hsu, who
studied at the University of Chicago during the years of 1957 and 1962, speaks warmly about Prof.
Tsien not only as a knowledgeable scholar, a great contributor to the study of the history of Chinese
books, and a teacher of a new generation of Chinese librarians, but

also as a man of integrity and

personal warmth.
In his lengthy review3 of the book, published in January 2009 issue of Ming bao yue kan 明报月刊,
William Wong paid eloquent tribute to Prof. Tsien’s life and works, declaring what a pleasure it must
have been for Prof. Tsien when Zhang Yimou, the renowned Chinese film director, selected bamboo
tablets, scrolls, and printing, the very subjects of Prof. Tsien’s research fields, as themes of his
megashow at the spectacular opening ceremony of the 2008 Olympic Games in Beijing.

For me Prof.

Tsien’s memoirs also served as a very useful reference for my research on the history of Chinese
librarianship in the United States.
Another edition, in simplified characters, was published by Huang Shan shu she 黄山书社, in Hefei in
2008. (ISBN 9787807079934).
Lily Kecskes, formerly of the Asian Division, Library of Congress

3

Also online version: http://www.mingpaomonthly.com/cfm/Archive2.cfm?File=200901/ph/01a.txt&Pa
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*The review of Dr. T. H. Tsien’s book by William Wong that appeared in Ming bao was
prepared to celebrate Professor Tsien’s 100th birthday.

In honor of that occation, Bill wrote the

couplet below; the calligraphy is by Chik Fong Lee.
January 2009
On the festive occasion of the 100th birthday of Professor Tsuen-Hsuin

Tsien of

the University of

Chicago, we have prepared a Chinese couplet reflecting his scholarly contributions and
accomplishments highlighted in his Memoir which has been published recently.

We hope you will

find the couplet written in Chu Suiliang (596-658)’s zhenshu style interesting. Season’s Greetings.

Let Us Celebrate the Centennial Birthday of a Scholar Who Has Taught Us in
Word and in Deed;
Let Us Treasure the Myriad Volumes of His Writings Encompassing Eastern and
Western Scholarship.
Sincerely yours,
William S. Wong, The University of California, Irvine, Library (retired)
Chik Fong Lee, The University of Hong Kong Library (retired)
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